POLICY FOR ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLIANCE

WITH SECTION 331(h)

1. Circuit breakers shall be used to provide electrical protection of a branch circuit. Such circuit breakers will be equipped with relays to provide instantaneous and inverse time limit phase overcurrent, undervoltage, and ground fault.

2. Since a branch circuit extends outside of the enclosure where the junction is made, the circuit breaker will be equipped with a ground continuity check circuit.

3. Circuit breakers may be used to provide electrical protection of a tap. Suitable load break switches may, at the mine operator's option, be used to protect taps if all of the following conditions are met:
   a. Barriers will be installed in the enclosure separating the high-voltage load and the load break switch. Such barriers will be permanently installed or interlocked with the source circuit pilot to prevent access to the load break switch while energized.
   b. The load break switch will be used in conjunction with fuses on the load side, adequate for protection of the load being served.
   c. The load break switch will include an electrical interlock to open the pilot wire of the source circuit and trip the outby circuit breaker prior to the opening of the main contacts of the load break switch or interlocked to remove the load by opening the transformer secondary main breaker or by operating a primary high-voltage contactor.
   d. The high-voltage system will be configured such that each working section of a mine will be served by a branch circuit from the main feeder with circuit breaker protection. The working section branch circuit may supply more than one load center if multiple load centers are necessary for the operation of the working section; such as section belt load centers, pump and auxiliary power centers, and face equipment power centers.
   e. In the case of a mine with only one working section, the outside substation circuit breaker may provide all required high-voltage electrical protection for the high-voltage cable and the single power center. However, when a second unit of high-voltage equipment is connected to the transmission system, a high-voltage circuit breaker must also be installed in the mine.

4. Undervoltage and ground fault relays will not be required on load break switches used in lieu of circuit breakers for tap circuits.

5. Control transformers and potential transformers used for control and metering of circuit breakers and suitable load break switches are not required to have tap circuit protection, but must have adequate fuse or circuit breaker protection and be rated not more than 25KVA.